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Nuclear War Next Week,  Proof  Inside 

By  John Shorey  , June 21, 2024 

                         Introduction 

I put out Monthly Prophetic Newsletters.  Usually on the last day or the first 
day of the month. I collect intel all month for the next Newsletter. Below Is 
the intel I have collected so far in June. I am sending out this Nuclear War 
warning today because I am convinced it will be  to late to send out this 
information at the end of the month. 

I am not a prophet, I have been told by a prophet  that God  told him that 
John Shorey is a prophetic teacher, and there  are not many of them. 

I am not setting a date for the Lords Return, but I am 99 percent convinced 
that Israel, the USA  and  other  countries will see Nuclear missiles hitting 
our shores next week. 

I have been warning people for many months to prepare both spiritually and 
physically for a coming nuclear war.  My last newsletter posted on 444 
Prophecy News on June 8th must have finally convinced  my readers. Out 
of over 2000 readers that  my Newsletter reaches I only received three 
donations. 

If people are finally  buying food and water and prepper supplies, I am  glad 
to see  a drop in support, As My God  always comes through for me and 
meets my  every need.  

Please read the following  intel below.  If  this does not convince you,  at 
least I tried to warn you. If you need more proof then go to 444 prophecy 
news and read my last newsletter dated June 8th. 

                     Sincerely a servant of the Lord Jesus,  John Shorey 
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           June, 2024 Newsletter Intel 

Putin: West Seeking "Strategic Defeat" 
of Russia in Ukraine, Means End to 
1,000 Years of Russian Statehood 
H A L  T U R N E R  W O R L D  J U N E  2 1 ,  2 0 2 4   

 

Upon finishing his visits to North Korea and Vietnam, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin was asked by media what it means that the West continues to 
escalate the war in Ukraine, and openly calls for a "strategic defeat of 
Russia."  His answer opened the door to a Russian nuclear first-strike 
against the West. 

Asked what does it mean to Russia that the West keeps escalating the 
Ukraine conflict, President Putin's remarks went like this: 

"We see it.  We observe it.  As you said, they constantly raise the degree and 
escalate the situation.   

Apparently they expect us to be scared at some point. 

But at the same time, they also say that they want to achieve a strategic 
defeat of Russia on the battlefield. 

What does this mean for Russia?   It means the end of its statehood.  This is 
what it means. 

It means the end of the thousand year history of the Russian state.  I think this 
is clear to everyone. 

And then the question arises, why should we be afraid?  Isn't it better to go 
all the way, then? 

This is elementary formal logic, a course that I studied at the University for six 
months, but I remember it well. 

I even remember the teachers who taught this course. 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/spauthorarchive/articles/HalTurner?Itemid=101
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news
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Therefore, I think that those who think so, and even more so, SAY SO, make 
another big mistake.   

ANALYSIS 

Words mean things.  When a man like President Vladimir Putin says a 
particular thing, if the world has learned nothing else from the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict, it knows he means what he says. 

Russia made strident Diplomatic efforts over the Ukraine situation for years, 
and told the West in December of 2021 there has to be Iron-clad, legally 
enforceable Security Guarantees for Russia over the ever-nearing 
encroachment by NATO toward Russia's border - with Ukraine being the most 
recent encroachment.  

The West laughed and threw Russia's Treaty proposal in the ashbin of history. 

Russia tried again in January of 2022, only this time, they told the world  "If 
Russia cannot obtain iron-clad, legally enforceable, security guarantees by 
Diplomatic means, it will obtain them by military or military-technical means." 

The West took about two weeks before laughing at Russia again, and 
declining the Treaty proposal. 

On February 23, 2022, Russia called Ukraine President Zelensky and told him 
"You have five hours to agree to NOT join NATO and NOT place American 
missiles on Ukraine Territory." 

Zelensky called the British Home Office and the US State Department for 
guidance.  Both Britain and the US told Zelensky to "ignore Russia's 
ultimatum."  Zelensky did exactly that. 

After the five hours had passed, Russia waited an additional two hours.  No 
response form Ukraine.   That morning, the Russian Army crossed the Border 
into Ukraine by force, and the war commenced. 

So when Russia says something, they mean it. 

For President Putin to say  

But at the same time, they also say that they want to achieve a strategic 
defeat of Russia on the battlefield. 
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What does this mean for Russia?   It means the end of its statehood.  This is 
what it means. 

It means the end of the thousand year history of the Russian state.  I think this 
is clear to everyone." 

is the absolute worst RED FLAG imaginable. 

Russia has a nuclear doctrine.  They've had it, open to the public, for years. 

In that nuclear doctrine, Russia makes clear they will only use nuclear 
weapons if "there is a threat to the existence of the Russian state." 

What did Putin just say in the video above?   He said that a "strategic defeat 
of Russia means the end of its statehood; an end to the thousand year history 
of the Russian state." 

Well, since that is how Russia perceives the publicly stated goal of the West 
to inflict a "strategic defeat" upon Russia, then the legal framework now exists 
to justify the use of Russian nuclear weapons. 

It is as plain as day from what President Putin just said. 

What he went on to say is even worse:   

It means the end of the thousand year history of the Russian state.  I think this 
is clear to everyone. 

And then the question arises, why should we be afraid?  Isn't it better to go 
all the way, then? 

Uh Oh.  ". . . go all the way?"  Yes, he actually said that.   So what does THAT 
mean?   

To me, it means "If Russia is going to be ended, why shouldn't they go all the 
way and end the people who are ending Russia?" 

To me, ". . .  Isn't it better to go all the way" means mutual destruction.  If 
Russia is going to lose its thousand years of Russian statehood, then 
everybody else is going to lose theirs too. 
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These remarks from the Russian President are among the most important 
words ever spoken in human history.  They lay out the ACTUAL course of 
events we are all on.   Destruction. 

Yet we in the West go along our merry way, seemingly oblivious to the actual 
reality.  A reality that WE created.  A reality that WE continue to perpetrate. 

The actions of the United States and our NATO vassals, is directly threatening 
our continued existence.  We the people have a right to protect ourselves from 
what this government is doing. 

If we sit back, do and say nothing, it seems to me this government is leading 
us all to our deaths.  Soon. 

 

Ukraine Using GERMAN HOWITZERS 
to Artillery-Shell Russia 
H A L  T U R N E R  W O R L D  J U N E  2 1 ,  2 0 2 4   

 

People who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it.  as of this 
article being published at 11:17 AM EDT, Ukraine has begun using German-
supplied Howitzers to artillery=shell interior Russia.   The Russians lost 
twenty-seven million people battling Germans and their artillery in WW2.  I 
doubt they're willing to pay such a price again.  It will be far less costly if 
Russia simply nukes Berlin.  Now.  Today. 

The Ukrainian military has begun using the German Panzerhaubitze 2000 
howitzer, to launch strikes against Russian territory. 
 

Berlin had authorized Kiev to use German weapons to strike Russian territory 
adjacent to Kharkov area, claiming that despite this, Berlin would not become 
a party to the conflict.  But Germany seems ignorant of the fact that if they 
"authorized it" then they are the "authority" responsible for it.   Germany 
__is__ a party to the conflict. 
 

Earlier this month, Russian President Vladimir Putin emphasized that NATO 
countries should be aware of “what they are playing with” when they talk 
about plans to allow Kiev to strike targets deep in Russian territory. 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/spauthorarchive/articles/HalTurner?Itemid=101
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news
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All Russia's warnings have been ignored.  Russia is now faced with being 
attacked (again) by German artillery.  

 

      John Shorey comments  that applies to news intel below. 

When you read the following intel on the coming war in the middle 
east, I need to add a couple of  comments here as this story is  still 
developing. 

You will  read that  Syria has pledged support to help fight against 
Israel, Iran has pledged military support.  Because China buys a 
lot of its Oil from Iran, they are now also pledging military support.  
Russia announced that if the USA  gets involved in supporting 
Israel militarily  that Russia will also get involved militarily. 

The  USA has already announced military support to Israel . In fact 
the Aircraft carrier Eisenhower battle  group is in transit to the 
Middle East  at this time.  Things could  explode anytime but I see 
a high watch date of June 24 and the days following. As what is 
said in the following intel, Israel says they will launch all out war 
against Lebanon and Hezbollah on June 24th . 

 

Official Announcement: "Diplomacy Has 
Failed" - Israel - Hezbollah Heading to 
War (Doom Scale Just Hit 10) 
H A L  T U R N E R  W O R L D  J U N E  1 9 ,  2 0 2 4   

 

The U.S. Special Envoy, Amos Hochstein, has publicly announced that 
"diplomatic efforts to calm tensions between Israel and Hezbollah have 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/spauthorarchive/articles/HalTurner?Itemid=101
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news
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officially failed." Hezbollah squarely refuses any negotiation to relocate its 
people north of the Litani River in Lebanon. 

Yesterday, through COVERT INTEL, I reported that Nasrallah, the leader of 
Hezbollah, told US Envoy Amos Hochstein that Hezbollah will PRE-
EMPTIVELY strike Israel if they see Israel preparing for a Lebanon 
Invasion.  Those preparations have been announced and ARE happening. 

Israel said today that "Southern Lebanon will look like GAZA, and Beirut is 
not immune." 

Based upon Hezbollah refusing to reach any agreement and Israel now 
backed into a corner being forced to take action to resolve the so-called 
"Hezbollah security issue (no security at all), the time is nigh for war. 

Hezbollah had until the 24th to agree to the Israeli demand to withdraw to 
north of the Litani River. Instead, Hezbollah threatened offensive measures if 
Israel looked to prepare to attack. 

Israel is now prepared to attack. 

Whom draws first in this standoff is all we need to know. It can happen at any 
moment from either side, but my bet is that Israel will strike first; and could 
happen anytime now. 

Meanwhile, Iran publicly says it will support Hezbollah and join in to any 
War, of course. 

Hezbollah threatens to hit Cyprus as Cyprus will allow Israeli jets to use 
runways to bomb Hezbollah. 

If Cyprus is attacked, then Greece may come to their support. 

Then Turkey will side with Iran and Hezbollah as Turkey hates Greece and 
hates Israel. 
 

This is looking like a 10 scale doom moment. 

  

                               John Shorey  Comments below, 
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This  intel  below  is  saying  that  if  Israel  sets a  date  to invade Lebanon   

that  Hezbollah  will  do a pre emptive  strike  bigger then what Israel has  

ever  seen.. Israel has  set  date of  June 24th ,  so  will Hezbollah  pre emptive 

strike  before  June  24??? 

Syria  has  said  they will join the fight,   Israel  says  they are  upping  their  

nuclear  arsenal.   Does this mean that Israel  is  making  their nukes  launch  

ready? 

God  will not  allow  Israel  to be  pushed into the  sea.  It  makes  since to me 

that God  will unleash  His  army  to  save  Israel,   

Could  we  be  less  then a week  before all this  unfolds??? 

  
COVERT INTEL - JUNE 18, 2024 

  

COVERT INTEL: ISRAEL / HEZBOLLAH 

- URGENT  
 

Hal Turner World June 18, 2024  
  

On my Tuesday night radio show, I reported that Israel has sent a message to 
Lebanon that Hezbollah must evacuate southern Lebanon, to north of the 
Litani River "By June 24" or Israel will launch an offensive into Lebanon.   I 
also reported that the leader of Hezbollah, a guy named Nesrallah, sent a 
communique back through the American Envoy, Hochstein. 

When Hochstein got the communique from Nesrallah, he immediately turned 
around, headed back to Israel, and requested an URGENT meeting with 
Israeli officials about what Nesrallah had said. 

I checked with E V E R Y one of my former colleagues from my years working 
with the FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force, trying to get info on the content of 
Nesrallah's communique, that Hochstein felt was so Urgent, he turned right 
around and headed back to Israel for Urgent meetings. 

I have now found out what Hochstein was told by Hezbollah: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/spauthorarchive/articles/HalTurner?Itemid=101
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news
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Nesrallah directly told Hochjstein that if Hezbollah sees that Israel is going to 
launch an actual offensive into Lebanon, Hezbollah will launch a "pre-
emptive strike" strike upon Israel.  Nesrallah also allegedly said the level of 
the pre-emptive strike will be "like nothing Israel has ever encountered 
before and it will cripple the country." 

As reported above, Hochstein was clearly shaken by what he was told, turned 
right around and headed back to Israel for urgent meetings. 

It is now CONFIRMED that Israel has approved an offensive for 
Lebanon.  The military planning has been approved. 

Israeli citizens who have evacuated the north, have been informed tonight 
they will not be able to return home for "at least a year."  War is coming 
between Lebanon and Israel. 

The 24th of June is the deadline date set by Israel, for Hezbollah to move 
north of the Litani River or face an Israeli offensive. 

UPDATE 11:58 PM EDT -- 

THE LEADER OF PALESTINIAN JIHAD IN SYRIA PUBLICLY POSTED 
THAT HE WAS GOING TO SEND TROOPS TO SUPPORT HEZ AGAINST 
ISRAEL IF AN INVASION OCCURRED.  That public posting was scrubbed by 
the Social Media company literally within MINUTES of being posted.    

BREAKING: Israel Upgrades Nuclear Capabilities as Regional Tensions 
Rise 
Below is a free archive of my June 17 radio show which aired on WBCQ, 
WRMI, and WWCR, heard in almost 100 countries around the world.  It lays 
out, in  a simple, calm, rational, manner, why Russia has every right to attack 
the United States and NATO, over the Ukraine situation, and why we are 
LIKELY to be hit - very soon -- and that YOU need to prepare while you still 
can -- or you will die. 

This is not some dreary, intellectual foray into bullshit abstract concepts; it's 
real life. Real facts. Real historical perspective and real analysis. 

It's not "fear porn" or "click bait" or even "Chicken Little, the sky is falling.   
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The simple fact is that our government has been deliberately waging a 
campaign to get Russia to ATTACK US, and I believe they have all but 
succeeded.   I think we do not have much time left before war explodes upon 
us.  Here; inside the United States. 

If you do not have emergency food, water, medicines you need to live on . . . a 
generator to keep your refrigerator running so your food doesn't spoil, fuel for 
that generator, communications gear like CB or HAM radio, flashlights, a 
spare portable radio, batteries for both . . . a First Aid kit and a way to cook 
without electric . . . . then you will NOT survive. 

Please give ear to this one hour show.  It goes by fast.  Very interesting. 
Packed with facts that anyone and everyone can verify. 

I WAIVE my copyright on this show and grant PERMISSION for it to be 
reproduced and rebroadcast, license free.  It's THAT important to get the word 
out! 

Click Here to Listen 

N EX T A R TICL E :  FO LK S ,  I  D O N ' T  WA N T TO  S CA R E Y O U ,  BU T W E 

A RE RA P ID LY  RU N N IN G O U T O F TIM E .  .  .N EX T  

 
        Covert Intl,  06-13-2024 
This content is for Subscribers Only so as not to cause a public panic -- 

Yesterday, this website and radio show reported that Russia had suddenly 
commenced nuclear launch exercises with their naval group off the coast of 
Florida.  What I chose to **not** report was that at the same time, Russia 
expanded its ongoing "Tactical nuclear weapons exercises" from the Southern 
Military District to also include the Leningrad Military District near St. 
Petersburg. 

The unannounced missile drills off the coast of Florida was nerve-racking 
enough; but the added information about the expansion of tactical nuke drills 
to the area around St. Petersburg was just emotionally over the top. 

TODAY things got exponentially worse. 

https://htrs-special.s3.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/HTRS-06-17-2024.mp3
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/folks-i-dont-want-to-scare-you-but-we-are-rapidly-running-out-of-time
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/folks-i-dont-want-to-scare-you-but-we-are-rapidly-running-out-of-time
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Overnight, Russia deployed the second generation of its S-500 air defense 
systems . . .  around Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Russia's strategic nuclear 
missile silos.  

This second generation system - the undisputed pinnacle of air defense 
systems in the world - was not expected to be ready for deployment for at 
least another six months.    

The fact that Russia deployed them last night, and did so in very significant 
numbers for which mass-production wasn't even known to be ready, never 
mind active, around Moscow, St. Petersburg AND their strategic nuclear 
missile silos, has now changed the balance of power completely. 

There's no gentle way to say this, so I'm just going to say it: This posture is 
one that would be expected if Russia was planning a nuclear first-strike 
upon the West, and was readying to defend itself from the counter-
strike. 

Looking at the timing of all of this, underscores the harsh reality: 

Russia announced Tactical nuclear weapons exercises about three weeks 
ago, and began them two weeks ago in  their Southern Military District. 

Russia then sortied eleven nuclear missile submarines into the Atlantic 
Ocean, about ten days ago. 

About three days later, Russia then sortied twenty-seven (27) additional 
nuclear missile submarines into the Pacific Ocean. 

Russia then waited about a week (for the subs to get into position????) and 
EXPANDED the Tactical nuclear exercises to also include the Leningrad 
Military District around St. Petersburg.  This means the ENTIRE Russian 
border with the West, is presently seeing the movement of actual, 
Tactical nuclear weapons, brought to within striking distance of NATO 
forces and NATO member countries! 

Last night, Russia made a surprise deployment of their newest S-500 
"Prometheus" air defense system around Moscow, St. Petersburg, and their 
strategic ICBM silos. 
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Added together, E V E R Y indication is that Russia is fully prepared now to 
launch a severe nuclear first-strike, and successfully defend itself from a 
counter-strike. 

The only things the Russians have not yet done are declare a General War 
Mobilization of the entire population, and begin moving people into Bomb 
shelters. 

Everything else is already done. 

As you might expect, revealing this to the general public could, possibly, 
cause a mass panic.  I do not want to do that, so I am revealing this material 
ONLY to my small group of subscribers so they can make rational 
preparations for what __may__ be coming very soon. 

Please do NOT reveal this to non-subscribers because to do so could cause 
such a panic as to perhaps trigger the very attack none of us wants to see 
take place. 

  
Ukraine Aircraft Strikes Interior 
Russia with West-Supplied 
Weapons 
H A L  T U R N E R  W O R L D  J U N E  1 1 ,  2 0 2 4  H I T S :  1 4 5 6 1  

 

Ukrainian fighter jets have fired NATO missiles at a target on Russian territory 
for the first time in this war! A "Russian command node" was hit on Sunday in 
the area of Belgorod.  

Expect a massive response from Moscow. 

NATO continues to use Ukraine to launch its attacks on Russia! 

The conflict between Ukraine and Russia is deteriorating so fast, and on so 
many levels due to NATO interference, that Serbia's President Vucic now 
openly warns of World War 3 in Europe!! 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/component/spauthorarchive/articles/HalTurner?Itemid=101
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news
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“We are months away from a full scale war between NATO vs Russia!! 
All signs point to a major war in Europe!” said President Vucic.  “We are 
heading for a major catastrophe and it seems that the train has already 
left the station and can no longer be stopped." 

In a TV interview, Vucic went on to say "No one in the West is talking about 
peace anymore - only more war. The West thinks it can win and take out 
Russia. I think the West is wrong. Both sides now believe it is existential for 
them, so I don't think they will find a solution other than war and everything . . 
.  everything is at stake." he continued. 

In Europe, the leaders act as the big heroes, but they are not honest and do 
not tell their citizens that they will all pay a big price if it comes to war” he said. 

Hal Turner Snap Analysis 

It's been well over a year since the collective West announced F-16s for 
Ukraine.   Since that moment, I said, and repeated ad nauseum, that Ukraine 
will NEVER GET F-16s...because they do not have airfields and maintenance 
to operate them. 

I was right then and I am right now. 
 

The simple FACT that they will have to use F-16s from NATO bases, also 
proves that those jets will have NATO pilots...because once those F-16 
start hitting Russian targets, well, it will mean the EXPANDING of WW3, 
which already started. 
 

It's not really hard to understand that once Russia hits those NATO airfields, 
which they WILL DO, WW3 goes beyond Ukraine, hence, there is NO POINT 
IN TRAINING Ukrainian pilots. 
 

I have predicted this for a very long time, and the only thing that made 
my dates to be wrong, was in INCREDIBLE PATIENCE OF RUSSIA. 
 

But, as more time passed, the better accuracy my predictions become, and 
my last calculation was in November 2023, when I predicted direct conflict 
between NATO and Russia before the summer of 2024, which starts on June 
20th. 
 

I WAS 100% RIGHT -- NATO forces started direct attacks against Russia 
at the end of last month, when they gave the "green light" to Ukraine to 
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use Western weapons to strike inside Russia. We all know that NATO 
troops are doing it, not Ukrainians. 
 

The only missing part is Russia striking back, but realistically speaking, the 
FACT is that Russia was directly attacked by NATO already. 
 

In my view, Russia striking back is 100% CERTAIN. 
 

We just don't know when and how they will do it, but I am pretty sure that it 
will happen in the next 10 days, and it is going to be a major one. 

 

France, USA, Britain put on permanent alert: B. 
Putin adopts preventive nuclear strike – S. 
Karaganov's proposal with biblical references 

"The Almighty showed us the way with Sodom and Gomorrah" 

1 
Share 

NATO's nuclear-armed countries, Britain, the US and France, are on 
permanent alert for a nuclear strike following the latest worrying 
developments within Russia. 

According to information, Putin has "upgraded" Sergei Karaganov, his adviser 
who is an advocate of a pre-emptive and limited nuclear strike against Russia's 
enemies as a means of preventing a global nuclear apocalypse. 

The dialogue between the two men is revealing and explains the nuclear alarm 
that has been sent to NATO. 

NATO fears that Putin has adopted the application of the "Karaghanov 
Doctrine" especially after admitting changes to Russian nuclear doctrine. 

That is why Putin placed Karaganov in a key role at the International 
Economic Forum in St. Petersburg and gave him the opportunity to analyze 
the pre-emptive nuclear strike and take questions from journalists. 
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The second goal was for the Russian people to understand what was at stake 
and to prepare . The long-running "nuclear debate" broadcast live on Russian 
state television had exactly this aim. 

It is certain that there will be developments from the US in the coming days. 

Read about it here: Moscow puts pre-emptive strike with tactical nuclear 
weapons on the table: "We are striking now to avoid a Third World War" 

See here a longer excerpt of Karaganov's remarks and "presentation" from 
Russian state television 

Putin upgraded S. Karaganov – The dialogue that sounded the 
alarm in NATO 

B. Putin placed his "hawk" and adviser, S. Karaganov, as moderator of the 
discussion at the International Economic Forum in St. Petersburg. Karaganov, 
whose choice was certainly not accidental, constantly and suffocatingly 
pressured B. Putin using even biblical references. 

Nuclear recommendations and comments by B. Putin followed. 

Putin was spotted meeting Karaganov ahead of the event. 

"Are you going to stir things up?" asks Putin. 

"I think that's why they called me ," Karaganov replies. 

Later, the well-known TV presenter Kiselyov presented Karaganov and his 
Doctrine on Russian state television. Kiselyov said he  "supports a preemptive 
and limited nuclear strike on [Russia's] enemies" and explained that 
Karaganov's views "would sharpen the discussion [with Putin] and explain many 
things in detail." 

Sergei Karaganov then emphasized that Russia must lead the escalation of 
this war, otherwise a global nuclear war is inevitable. 

Journalist Zarubin asks Sergey Karaganov a question, 

https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/purhnika/h-strathgikh-uperoplia-ths-mosxas-bazei-sto-trapezi-ktuphma-me-taktika-purhnika-opla-fortwnontai-me-purhnikous-uperhxhtikous-rsm-56-bulava-ta-rwsika-upobruxia/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/purhnika/h-strathgikh-uperoplia-ths-mosxas-bazei-sto-trapezi-ktuphma-me-taktika-purhnika-opla-fortwnontai-me-purhnikous-uperhxhtikous-rsm-56-bulava-ta-rwsika-upobruxia/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=wapp
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Zarubin: 

Where does this desire to turn the entire world into nuclear ash come from? I 
don't know how many times today you suggested that the Supreme 
Commander (Putin) actually start a nuclear war. 

Karaganov: 

You are absolutely, 100% wrong in wording the question. I know that if we do 
not steadily move up the ladder of escalation and are not ready to use nuclear 
weapons, we are doomed and the world is doomed to a major nuclear war. 

That is why I put the question to the President: does he understand the 
responsibility he bears before the country and now the whole world? In order 
to halt the world's apparent slide towards nuclear war, this requires, among 
other things, a resolve on nuclear weapons. 

I completely understand Putin's hesitation. When I think about this issue 
myself, the use of nuclear weapons, I feel moral horror. But I also know that if 
our opponents, like the world at large, do not understand that such a 
possibility exists, we are doomed. 

If we escalate nuclear, we can save many lives. The West can come to its 
senses. 

It may be too early to resort to nuclear escalation but we must move in that 
direction. 

They have lost their minds, especially the Europeans. For the third time in the 
last 100 years we are being dragged into war. Americans are a little more 
careful. 
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